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Hosting of common files (modules) for ESEF 
 

The use of the ESEF taxonomy opens the possibility of contributing with common files (modules), in addition 

to the canonical ESEF taxonomy as published by the ESMA, which in turn uses files from IFRS Foundation, 

XBRL International and the World Wide Web Consortium. 

Potential common modules, currently under research, may be an extension for Environmental, Social and 

Governance indicators (ESG) or a link with ratios of IFRS consolidated accounts published by the European 

Committee of Central Balance Sheet Data Offices. 

In a more practical (and prosaic) terms, the Openfiling Association published in 2019 an Open Source 

solution for the about of 500 labelRoles missing in the ESEF taxonomy in each of 22 languages other than 

English. The lack of such labelRoles may cause troubles when viewing the ESEF reports. These labelRoles are 

publicly available for download from www.openfiling.info/labelroles/. 

The key question is how to prepare files (label linkbases with labelRoles in this example) in such a practical 

way that facilitates their optional use in ESEF by interested reporting entities or software providers. Four 

main potential solutions, illustrated with examples converging different aspects, have been prepared and 

tested by Javier Mora (CTO of XBRL Spain) and Ignacio Boixo (Chair of Openfiling): 

1. Addition of label linkbase files with labelRoles from a common hosting. Recommended option 

2. Addition of label linkbases files with labelRoles as part of the taxonomy package 

3. Replacement of label linkbase files from a common hosting  

4. Replacement of label linkbase files in local cache 

The solutions 1 and 3 requires the existence of a common hosting for the additional files. The CEN standard 

CWA 16744-3:2014 European XBRL Taxonomy Architecture defines a common repository, as described at 

eurofiling.info/portal/eurofiling-taxonomy-architecture/, which is currently used by the EBA, EIOPA and ECB, 

under the governance of the Eurofiling Foundation. However, this solution is not compliant with the 

authoritaties interpretation of the Article 4.4 of the RTS on ESEF states that “issuers shall create extension 

taxonomy elements”. Therefore the authorities are of the view that extensions cannot be created by third 

parties 

This proposal is Option 2. Addition of label linkbase files with labelRoles as part of the taxonomy package 

See an example of taxonomy package with this proposal implemented at eurofiling.foundation/activities    

http://www.openfiling.info/labelroles/
https://www.cen.eu/work/areas/ICT/eBusiness/Pages/WS-XBRL.aspx
https://eurofiling.info/portal/eurofiling-taxonomy-architecture/
https://eurofiling.foundation/activities/


Option 1. Addition of label linkbase files with labelRoles from a common hosting. Recommended option 

This option is based in a common repository, hosting the 22 label linkbase files with the 500 missing 

labelRoles each one. The interested reporting entities simply reference these files from the entity extension 

taxonomy XSD schema as mandatorily defined in the taxonomy package. 

 

 

Pros: The responsibility of the publication of each file is clear, with a single source of truth for each file. The 

optional use of additional label linkbases files follows the best practices. 

Cons: A common repository for the additional label linkbases files is required. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_source_of_truth


Option 1. Update ESEF 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  This option is already implemented, and the labelsRoles files for both  ESEF 2019 and ESEF 2020 

taxonomies are available for public use at: 

http://www.eurofiling.info/eu/fr/xbrl/lab/esef_labelRoles_cor-2019-03-27_lab-xx.xml 

http://www.eurofiling.info/eu/fr/xbrl/lab/esef_labelRoles_cor-2020-03-16_lab-xx.xml 

  



 

Option 2. Addition of label linkbase files with labelRoles as part of the taxonomy package 

This option is based in including the 22 label linkbase files with the 500 missing labelRoles each one as part 

of the mandatory package. The interested reporting entities simply reference these local files from the entity 

extension taxonomy XSD schema as mandatorily defined in the taxonomy package. 

 

 

 

Pros: No common repository is required. The optional use of additional label linkbases files follows the best 

practices. 

Cons: The 22 label linkbase files with labelRoles are about 9.82 MB (689 KB compressed as .zip), this is 20 

times more than the rest of the taxonomy package, which is up to 461 KB (30 KB compressed as .zip). It is 

also 3 times more than the XBRL instance document used in the example has 3.46 MB (228 KB compressed 

as ZIP file). Multiply by 3 the size of the complete taxonomy package creates overload if used in full. But not 

all the labelRoles are used by all declarers, so the risk of overload is widely mitigated in practice. 

The lack of a common repository implies the lack of a single source of truth, which is not aligned with the 

best practices, including the risk of using different versions of the same files.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_source_of_truth


Option 3. Replacement of label linkbase files from a common hosting 

This option is based on replacing the 22 label linkbase files already published by other 22 identical files, but 

with the addition of the missing labelRoles, all of them hosted in a common repository.  

 

 

 

Pros: No common repository is required. The replacement of some taxonomy files by others follows the 

XBRL standard. 

Cons: The responsibility of the publication of 22 label linkbase files is not clear, as such the ESMA files are 

replaced by other equivalent files but out of the authority of the ESMA. Risks of incoherencies by having two 

different single sources of truth for each label linkbase file. A common repository for the additional label 

linkbases files is required.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_source_of_truth


Option 4. Replacement of label linkbase files in local cache 

This option is based on replacing the 22 label linkbase files already published by other 22 identical files, but 

with the addition of the missing labelRoles. The replacement is carried out in the local cache of the 

processing computer, since the XBRL processors maintain a local copy of the referenced files, to avoid 

constant downloads from Internet. 

 

 

 

Pros: No changes in the ESEF taxonomy other than the replacement of the 22 label linkbases. 

Cons: The responsibility of the publication of 22 label linkbase files is not clear, as such the ESMA files are 

replaced by other equivalent files but out of the authority of the ESMA. Risks of incoherencies by having two 

single sources of truth for each label linkbase file. The replacement depends on the cache management style 

of each XBRL processor, so a case-by-case solution is required, basically destroying the uniformity of the 

standard. The practical impossibility of a single cache management (not covered by the standards) implies 

the lack of a single source of truth to automatically compare with the local cache, which is not aligned with 

the best practices.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_source_of_truth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_source_of_truth

